This pattern contains transfer patterns for a doll and clothes. The doll’s body may be made of flesh tan or peach broadcloth, percale, calico, chambray, gingham, any similar material, or an old striped basque shirt may be used for the shirt. Use felt or material for shoes and an old pair of socks for socks. Use six strand cotton for embroidery and straw yarn for hair. Cotton batting or a similar material is used for stuffing.

**MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS:** (Use material that is 36 inches wide unless another width is given).

**DOLL:** 1/2 yard; embroidery thread; straw yarn for hair and string for attaching arms and legs; stuffing material.

**SHIRT:** 1/8 yard  
**SOCKS:** An old pair of socks.  
**SHOES:** Small scrap of felt or material; snaps for fastenings.

**TRANSFERING PATTERN:** The clothing is not to be transferred; use the pieces as you would use a tissue pattern. Cut remaining pieces from pattern. Pin securely in place, printed side down. Lay on a padded surface (an ironing board will do). Try out heat of iron on trial motif. Press over pattern with a moderately hot iron. Cut duplicate pieces using the used transfer as you would a tissue pattern.

**CUTTING DIRECTIONS:** Cut on the outer line; the inner broken line is the sewing line. The small lines at right angles to the outer lines indicate slashes. Cut slashes. **SHIRT:** Cut out pieces as given on pattern.

**SEWING DIRECTIONS: EMBROIDERY:**  
Work mouth and nose in outline stitch; freckles, fine satin stitch. Eyes are to be embroidered in satin and outline stitch after doll is jointed together and stuffed. **MAKING DOLL:** Sew all darts on the doll’s body and at wrist of one and one reverse arm piece. The doll’s body is made of three pieces. Match parts of eyes on the long piece with those on the side body pieces and seam all three pieces together wrong sides but leaving a small opening in one seam. Slash edges; turn and stuff body. Sew opening shut. Join two pieces together for each arm; slash edges; turn and stuff them. Sew openings shut. Join legs from toe around leg to heel leaving an opening for stuffing. Join sole to bottom of foot matching dots. Cut slashes; turn and stuff. Sew opening shut. Thread a needle with string and attach legs onto each side of body pushing needle through circles on each leg and lower part of body. Knot ends of string so that legs will be held firmly to body, yet are moveable or use buttons on each end instead of knots. Attach arms to body in the same manner. Embroider eyes, color cheeks with a pink wax crayon. Face ear pieces and pad slightly and attach to head on lines.

**MAKING THE HAIR:** Fill hair space with darning stitches so that entire space is covered (see Detail 1). After this is done attach loose wisps of hair weaving it into the darning stitch so as not to show where it was caught (see Detail 2 and 3). After loose front wisps are attached, attach a few at the crown of head and several at intervals over head.
so as to look natural. Trim front wisps (see Illustration).

**MAKING CLOTHES:** **SHIRT:** Seam shoulder and side seams. Seam sleeve seams; hem lower edge and seam in place matching underarm seams. Hem neck, back opening and lower edge. **PANTS:** Place right sides together and join center front seams, then center back seams; place these seams together and join legs. Hem top and leg openings. **SOCKS:** Seam two pieces together with wrong sides out, cut slashes and turn to right side. **MAKING SHOE:** Stitch tongue piece over top of center front of shoe, slash down center on line. Cover cardboard pieces with sole pieces. Seam back seam of uppers and hem top if of material; attach to sole pieces easing around toe. Lace with six strand embroidery cotton. Attach snaps to closing.